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Abstract 
With the continuous development of the information age, machine learning technology 
has been continuously improved and applied in various aspects. Especially in the 
petroleum industry, it has become common to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
technology to study multiphase flow problems. Due to the great development of machine 
learning, the fitting speed and accuracy of this technology are accelerated in the process 
of modeling and analysis. CFD technology consists of pre-processing, solver and post-
processing. The solver stage is the core of CFD technology, and turbulence model analysis 
is the most valuable part in this stage, which has great room for improvement. This paper 
starts from turbulence analysis, based on machine learning, adds filters before iterative 
values are introduced into turbulence model, extracts similar features, and removes 
redundancy, and also puts forward the prospect of machine learning and turbulence 
model research. 
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1. Introduction 

Turbulence is a state in which the fluid is disturbed in the flow process, which widely exists in nature 
[1]. When the fluid flow velocity is small, it presents a stratified flow state, and there is no interference 
between the layers. and the Reynolds number is small. When the flow velocity increases, the 
disturbance also increases, and the turbulence occurs between the flows in each layer, and the 
Reynolds number is large. Accurate turbulent flow simulation research is of great significance in 
engineering application. Accurate calculation results are also of great significance to practical 
engineering research, analysis and model optimization. However, due to its huge data and 
cumbersome calculation, the direct numerical simulation method [2] can not accurately solve the 
turbulence with high Reynolds number. Most of the flows encountered in the actual engineering 
research are turbulence, so it is of great significance to master the internal law of turbulence. 

In recent years, with the rapid development of information technology, machine learning methods 
have also developed rapidly. And turbulence modeling has been more and more applied, including 
reconstruction of Reynolds average stress by machine learning method [3-4], subgrid model based on 
fully connected artificial neural network [5], deconvolution subgrid model based on machine learning 
[6] Spatiotemporal subgrid model based on cyclic neural network and Mori Zwanzig formula [7]. 
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Therefore, starting from the classical turbulence average statistical method, this paper introduces 
machine learning to optimize the turbulence calculation model. 

2. Machine Learning Overview 

Machine learning, proposed by Arthur Samuel, is the most typical branch of artificial intelligence (AI) 
technology. It is usually considered as a discipline with strong intersection and wide application range. 
Now it has developed into a discipline covering the most extensive field of science. After years of 
continuous in-depth development, machine learning has formed a set of traditional model building 
process. It can analyze unknown data, establish a preliminary model, and then predict through the 
model [8]. Secondly, the mathematical optimization theory also provides a theoretical basis for 
machine learning model training. The optimal model is found by repeatedly screening the optimal 
value of the model output data. 

At present, machine learning can be divided into supervised learning and unsupervised learning 
according to its learning system [9]. Figure 1 (a) shows supervised learning, which is to obtain the 
prediction curve by fitting the model of the known data set with the help of manpower, and then 
predict the data from the prediction curve. Figure 1 (b) shows unsupervised learning, which makes 
similar classification prediction on the original data without assistance. If the prediction answer is 
correct, the machine will be provided with "reward". 

 

 
Figure 1. Machine Learning Classification 

3. Turbulence Theory 

The study of turbulence model started very early in China, but due to the complexity and randomness 
of turbulence, the turbulence theory has not yet formed a mature system. Chen et al[10] proposed the 
constrained turbulence large eddy simulation method, and she zhensu et al[11] proposed a new model 
(SED-SL) based on structural ensemble dynamics, He et al[12] elaborated the turbulence 
spatiotemporal correlation and dynamic coupling model under the two reference systems of Euler and 
Lagrange. Through the continuous research of turbulence theory, scholars have deepened their 
understanding of turbulence, but the essence of turbulence has not been measured by a set of basic 
physical laws. 

Through long-term observation and measurement of turbulence, it is found that the reason why 
turbulence is mixed is due to the randomness of its flow. Because of its random phenomenon, only 
through a large number of experiments, one discrete data point is obtained each time, and the 
statistical average method is used to fit the "decisive" results. At present, there are three statistical 
average methods in turbulence theory: time average method, volume average method and probability 
average method. 
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3.1 Time-averaged Method 

The Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 2) is drawn by taking a fixed point in the turbulent flow 
field, taking the time scale as the horizontal coordinate and the instantaneous velocity of the point as 
the vertical coordinate: 
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Where  1 2 3   i x x x t is the result of any experiment. The starting time 0t is arbitrary and independent 
of the time interval. The average value itself cannot be a time function. Therefore, the time average 
method can only be used to discuss the steady turbulent flow. 

 

 

Figure 2. Relation curve between instantaneous speed and time at a fixed point 

3.2 Body-average Method 

The randomness of turbulence is reflected not only in time, but also in spatial distribution. The 
Cartesian coordinate system is drawn with the volume relative position scale as the abscissa and the 
instantaneous velocity of the point as the ordinate (Figure. 3). The mathematical expression (2) of the 
volume averaging method is: 
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The body-mean method is only applicable to describe the turbulent flow field that is uniform for the 
body mean, which can be an indefinite flow field. 

 

 

Figure 3. Instantaneous Velocity Versus Axis Displacement Curve 
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3.3 Probabilistic Averaging Method 

The time averaging method and volume averaging method are only applicable to relatively special 
turbulent flow field models. For general unsteady and non-uniform turbulence, the general averaging 
method of random variables, i.e. ensemble averaging method, is generally adopted. Its meaning is to 
make arithmetic average of repeated experimental results. The mathematical expression of probability 
averaging method (3) is: 
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where   1 2 3   iV x x x t  is the flow field distribution function of the K-th experiment, and N is the 
number of repeated tests. 

4. Application of Machine Learning to Turbulence Models 

4.1 Model Building 

Through the above discussion, because the turbulent flow field depends on experimental data for 
manual verification and data analysis, its workload is very huge and unrealistic. Because it is difficult 
to meet the experimental conditions of each experiment, the physical model is established through 
machine learning. At the same time, it is feasible to modify the model through the existing 
experimental data to realize the analysis of the turbulence model of the machine. 

Under the given initial conditions, that is, at the beginning of the initial flow field, each iteration of 
the turbulence statistical average method will be introduced into the machine through the solver for 
learning. The machine improves the establishment of the model through learning and calculates the 
convergent solution with the optimal model (Figure 4). Due to the mutual feedback of data in each 
iteration, the convergence process is very slow, but its stability and accuracy are very high. 

 

 
Figure 4. Model Flow Chart 

4.2 Model Optimization 

In the process of model construction, the machine mainly includes data processing, feature selection, 
determination of model framework and parameter optimization [13]. Each aspect involves a very 
complex research field. 

In the research of data processing, the initial data required by the machine will be obtained directly 
through turbulence numerical calculation. However, with the accumulation of time, the amount of 
data obtained increases sharply, and the characteristics of data decrease. If the original turbulence 
numerical data are still used directly, the training effect of the model will be greatly reduced. In order 
to ensure the characteristics of the data, we can add filters to filter similar and redundant data when 
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the turbulence numerical data is transmitted to the machine. The improved flow chart is shown in 
Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Improved Model Flow Chart 

 

In the study of feature selection, it is consistent with the numerical data of turbulence. Too many 
feature sets not only have little effect on model training, but also greatly improve the requirements of 
machines. The redundant and abnormal feature sets in the convergence process will even interfere 
with the machine learning algorithm and reduce the performance of the model. In order to avoid too 
many useless feature sets, there have been relevant studies in China. Commonly used algorithms 
include filtering method, packaging method and embedding method [14]. In addition, while selecting 
features, the correlation between data values and features should be comprehensively considered. 
During feature collection, pay attention to the consistency of feature quantization standards to avoid 
model deformity caused by the alienation of quantization standards. 

4.3 Determination of the Model Framework 

The determination of model framework is an important parameter affecting the efficiency of machine 
learning and the accuracy of turbulence numerical prediction. At present, the main model frameworks 
at home and abroad include Gaussian process, deep neural network, Single-layer/shallow neural 
network and tree model. In the process of data fitting between machine and solver, the following three 
key points must be paid attention to: 

1) The turbulence numerical data collected in each iteration must be consistent with the quantitative 
standard of the special collection, otherwise abnormal values will appear, resulting in the decline of 
the accuracy of the model. Too many abnormal values will also directly lead to machine learning to 
establish a wrong empirical model. 

2) In the operation of the model algorithm, the stability of the algorithm must be fully considered. 
Since the establishment of the model is based on the continuous collection and optimization of 
experimental data, the predicted values cannot be consistent with the actual values. This leads to small 
errors in each iteration. 

3) In fact, for the machine model that explicitly changes the subgrid stress or Reynolds stress, 
although the error fluctuation is very small, the flow field will be significantly amplified in the 
continuous iterative accumulation. Therefore, a correction function is needed for model control. For 
example, Wu et al[15] proposed a method to measure the model conditions. Explicit data drives 
Reynolds stress and tries to enhance the stability of the model by establishing linear and nonlinear 
models. Although scientists have conducted in-depth research on this aspect, they still have not found 
a general physical law to define the specific method to improve the stability, This research field needs 
further development and improvement. 
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5. Conclusion 

The rapid development of machine learning promotes fluid mechanics, injects fresh blood into fluid 
mechanics, and opens a new research direction for its development. Starting from the complexity of 
turbulence calculation, in order to find a fast solution, this paper proposes to combine with machine 
learning to obtain a mathematical model, which is still based on the initial experimental data to 
establish the original model. The fitting rate of machine learning is accelerated through machine 
supervised learning, continuous communication between turbulence numerical data and machine, and 
filter miscellaneous numerical values and feature sets. The future development of intelligent 
hydrodynamics should not only learn from the new methods and theories of machine learning and 
even artificial intelligence. Through interdisciplinary and coordinated development, and in 
combination with the practical needs of engineering problems and life problems, overcome the 
prominent scientific problems in the field of fluid mechanics and the bottleneck problems faced by 
engineering design. 
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